AF1: If a foundation, faith-based organization, etc., gives money to a program participant to pay for supportive services, is that cash or in-kind match? What if such a group provided 10 free slots for WtW participants in a class for which attendees normally pay? Since the training has a dollar value, could that be considered a cash contribution?

A: When a third party makes a program contribution that does not involve giving cash to the program, then an in-kind contribution exists. This could involve providing allowable WtW services/activities to WtW participants at no cost to the program, volunteering time to the program, or making a contribution of supplies and/or equipment. If a third party provides services for WtW participants - like 10 free slots in a class for which other attendees pay - the match is in-kind valued in accordance with 20 C.F.R. 645.300. If a third party donates time - e.g. volunteer mentor - it is an in-kind match. If a third party donates supplies or equipment, it is an in-kind match. If a recipient or sub-recipient provides the same things, what is chargeable are the actual costs incurred by the entity in providing the service, and it is a cash match. A third party (one that does NOT receive WtW funds) may make a cash contribution to the program - to the State, an SDA, or other WtW sub-recipient - and it would also be a cash match.

AF2. Does the 15 percent administrative cost limitation apply to expenditures of matching funds?

A: No. The limit applies only to the federal funds and not to the match. Neither the act nor the regulations impose any such limit on the use of matching funds.

AF3. Do the expenditures of a local entity/service provider, other than the SDA, count as cash or as in-kind match?

A: If a local entity is a WtW subgrantee or subcontractor of the SDA, then the funds that it spends on a project for WtW eligible individuals would be a cash match. Under such circumstances, the entity expending the funds would be required to obtain and maintain the documentation to support the match expenditures.

However, if the local entity is not a subgrantee or a subcontractor of the SDA, then the costs that it incurs for its own welfare-to-work project(s) may be a third party in-kind match. It is
likely that there would have to be some link between the SDA and the local entity's program - perhaps something like the notion that only costs incurred on behalf of individuals for which the SDA has made a WtW eligibility determination. Third party in-kind contributions can only count toward meeting the match requirement when they would be allowable WtW grant costs if paid for by the SDA. While the primary records for these costs may be the records of the local entity, the SDA would have to obtain and maintain records for these costs in order for them to be counted as match.

Documentation requirements for costs incurred as match are the same as those for costs paid for with grant funds. For third party in-kind contributions that are valued on some basis other than actual costs incurred, the documentation must be adequate to show how the value of the in-kind contribution was established.

AF4: What are the allowable activities permitted under the WtW program? Which of these activities/services may be provided directly by the PIC or alternate administrative entity and which must be provided through contracts or vouchers?

A: The Act and regulations provide operating entities with a comprehensive list of allowable services which the entities may provide to eligible WtW participants to help move the participants from welfare dependency to lasting unsubsidized employment and economic self-sufficiency. These activities are as follows: The conduct and administration of community service or work experience programs; job creation through public or private sector employment wage subsidies; on-the-job training; contracts with public or private providers of readiness, placement and post-employment services; job vouchers for readiness, placement and post-employment services; and job retention or support services if such services are not otherwise available.

An operating entity may not itself operate a program solely to provide job readiness, placement or post-employment services. In other words, an operating entity that wishes to run a stand-alone job placement program or a program to provide world-of-work training or other job readiness or post-employment services to WtW participants, must do so through contracts or vouchers.

However, an operating entity may directly operate a community service program, a work experience program, an on-the-job training program or a program to develop jobs through public or private employment wage subsidies. In the course of operating such programs or engaging in these activities it may be necessary that the operating entity provide job readiness, placement or post-employment services as part of a comprehensive program to move the participants from welfare to work. In such circumstances, an operating entity would not be prohibited from providing such services itself, rather than through contracts or vouchers, if the services are a reasonable and necessary component of the permissible program activities. The express authority to operate such programs and engage in such activities would include authority to provide the necessary services needed to do so successfully. Moreover, it would seem to be inefficient to read the statute as requiring that a PIC which is operating a comprehensive
program, under express statutory authority, must nonetheless provide certain necessary services only through contracts or vouchers, even when the PIC is in a position to provide these services to the participants. Finally, this reading of the statute is consistent with the legislative history. In adopting the final version the WtW statute, Congress expressly dropped a provision that prohibited PICs from using WtW funds to provide direct services. H. Conf. Rep. No. 217, 105th Cong., 1st Sess., 931 (7/30/97).

However, if these services are not a reasonable and necessary component of the permissible program activities, or if the operating entity provides these component services through a third party, the Act and regulations require that these job readiness, placement or post-employment services be provided for by contract or voucher. Moreover, in the case of placement services, a contract for placement of participants into unsubsidized employment is subject to the 50% hold-back provision at 20 C.F.R. §645.230(a)(3). That is, each contract or voucher must provide that at least one half of the total payment will occur only after the individual placed into the workforce has been in the workforce for six months.

AF4a. Can a PIC award funds to a subrecipient for a comprehensive program which includes job placement services without including the 50% six-month holdback provision? (3/32/98)

A. Yes. When a subrecipient of a PIC receives an award to provide a comprehensive community service program, work experience program, and/or on-the-job training program, it is to be treated in the same manner as a PIC or alternate administrative entity which provides the same type of comprehensive program. When placement services are provided as a reasonable and necessary part of such a comprehensive program, the 50% holdback provision does not apply.

AF4b. Can a PIC or a subrecipient which is operating a comprehensive program also provide stand alone job readiness, job placement or post employment services for participants who will not be participating in a community service program, a work experience program, or an on-the-job training program? (3/23/98)

A. The Act requires that stand alone job readiness, job placement and post employment services be provided through means of a contract or voucher. Therefore, a PIC may not directly provide such services but must use contracts or vouchers. A PIC may award a separate contract for stand alone job readiness, job placement and/or post employment services to a subrecipient which also has an award to operate a comprehensive program. Such a contract would have to include the 50% six-month holdback provision for job placement.

AF5: What is the purpose of the requirement in §645.410(a)(7) that "The State shall distribute SDAs' allocations in a timely manner, but no later than 30 days from receipt of the State's fund allotment." What does "receipt of the State's fund allotment" mean?
What does "distribute SDAs' allocations in a timely manner" mean? Is this obligating funds to the PICs or something else?

A: The purpose of this provision is to ensure that States make WtW funds available to local entities shortly after the effective date of the State's WtW grant. The requirement responds to concerns that States might otherwise "hold on to" WtW funds at the State level for extended periods of time rather than quickly pass them through to PICs/SDAs. Such delays would adversely effect the PICs' ability to implement programs and could limit the period during which funds are available at the local level to significantly less than the full three years provided under the Act.

In response to the specific questions: (1) The term "receipt of the State's fund allotment" means the effective date of the State's WtW grant -- the date when the State is authorized to begin to expend WtW funds. (2) The term "distribute SDAs' allocations in a timely manner" may be satisfied by obligating formula funds to the PIC (or alternate administering agency) within 30 days after the effective date of the State's WtW grant.

AF6: Does a State have to assert/promise that it will provide at least the minimum required match amount to qualify to get its full planning estimate? Or, can it advise us that it has only a portion of its required minimum available for expenditure during FY 98 and assure that it will try to obtain the rest for expenditure over the remaining two years during which both the Federal and the match funds must be expended?

A: In order to get its full FY 98 grant amount, a state would have to assert/promise that it will provide at least the minimum required match amount (e.g. $2.5 million in match for its $5 million grant amount). It does not have to assert or promise to expend this level of match in the year of the award, but it does need to promise this amount of match for the period over which it will spend the federal funds - up to the three year maximum. If a State cannot raise or promise to provide the amount of match to qualify for its full planning estimate amount, the State will get an award in an amount commensurate with the level of match it can raise.

AF7: What happens to the funds that are not awarded to States because they proposed a lower level of matching funds than that required to receive their full planning estimate award? Likewise, what happens to funds that are reserved for States which do not submit a FY 98 plan?

A: States that have not applied for all of their formula funds by June 30, 1998 will lose access to those dollars. The funds will go into next year's pool of funds available for a second allocation in FY 99. The second pool will include: (1) funds reserved for States that do not submit a FY 98
plan, (2) funds not awarded to States because they propose a lower level of matching than required to receive their full FY 98 allocation, and (3) funds recaptured from States that fail to obligate 100% of the FY 98 funds awarded to them.

Initial planning estimates for FY 99 will be issued based only the amount of funds ($1.5 billion) that the statute identifies as authorized to be appropriated for FY 99. However, ETA plans to ask States that think they can raise more of a match than is required by their FY 99 planning estimates to include the higher amount in their plan. States that promise a higher-than-required level of matching funds may be eligible to receive additional formula funds from the additional pool of funds identified above, i.e., funds that were not obligated by the Department in FY 98. The maximum amount that a State may be eligible to receive will be determined by applying the entitlement formula required by §403(a)(5)(A)(iii) of the statute to the total amount of funds that comprise the additional pool of funds. (Revised 2/20/98)

AF8: When may a State begin to incur costs against its WtW formula grant?

A: A State may begin to incur costs against its WtW formula grant only upon execution of the grant by the Department of Labor Grant Officer. Pre-grant costs are not authorized. Costs incurred after DOL notifies a State that the State plan is complete and in compliance but before the DOL Grant Officer executes the grant may not be charged against the grant.

AF9a: Can the Governors’ 15% funds [funds that may be retained at the State level in accordance with 20 CFR 645.410(b)] be used only for special projects that appear likely to help long-term welfare recipients enter unsubsidized employment? (2/20/98)

A: No, these funds are not limited to use for special projects.

AF9b: What are the allowable uses for the Governors' 15% funds? (2/20/98)

A: The Governors' 15% funds may be used to pay for: (1) the costs of allowable activities at 20 CFR 645.220 [(a) job readiness activities, (b) employment activities consisting of: community service programs, work experience programs, job creation through public or private sector employment wage subsidies, and on-the-job training, (c) job placement services, (d) post employment services including but not limited to: basic educational skills training, occupational skills training, English as a second language training, and mentoring, (e) job retention and support services including but not limited to: transportation assistance, substance abuse treatment which is not medical treatment, child care assistance, emergency or short term housing assistance, and other supportive services, (f) individual development accounts, (g) intake,
assessment, eligibility determination, development of an individualized service strategy, and case management]; (2) the costs of administration of the WtW program; and (3) the costs of information technology -- computer hardware and software -- needed for monitoring or tracking.

AF10: May the Governors' 15% funds be distributed by States to PICs (or alternate administrative entities) as incentives (e.g., for exceptional performance in serving the target population or for promising to contribute a substantial portion of the State's required match)? (2/20/98)

A: Yes, as long as such funds distributed to PICs are used to pay for the allowable costs of WtW activities.

AF11: May the Governors' 15% funds be used for capacity building? (2/20/98)

A: Yes. However, such funds may only be charged to administration because capacity building is not a specifically identified WtW program activity.

AF12: Is the State required to report expenditures paid for with the Governors' 15% funds separately from expenditures paid for with 85% funds distributed to PICs? (2/20/98)

A: Yes, they must be reported separately.

AF13: What procedures must a State use in making awards for the Governors' 15% funds? (2/20/98)

A: A State is required to use the same policies and procedures it uses for procurements made with non-Federal funds, in accordance with 29 CFR 97.36 (procurements) or 29 CFR 97.37 (grants/subgrants) as appropriate.

AF14: Is it necessary to obligate all of the WtW formula-grant funds (both the 85% being distributed to local areas and the Governors' 15% funds) in the year of award, regardless of when the funds are awarded during the year? (2/20/98)

A: Yes, it is necessary for a State to obligate 100 percent of the funds it receives by the end of the fiscal year in which the award is made. With respect to the "85 percent funds," this is easily accomplished by the award of the funds to substate areas within the 30 days required by the regulation at 20 CFR 645.410(a)(7). States need to ensure that all of their 15 percent special projects funds also are obligated before the end of the fiscal year or risk recapture and
reallotment of those funds. The regulations at 20 CFR 645.320(d) states that all funds that become available as a result of ... failure to obligate 100 percent of the funds by either State or substate entities by the end of the fiscal year of the grant will be reallocated among qualifying States. The related preamble text indicates that funds are fully obligated by States when they are awarded to the substate entities. This provision is based on the provision at §403(a)(5)(A)(iv)(II) of the statute which states that any available amount for the immediately preceding fiscal year that has not been obligated by a State or a substate entity is to be part of the "amount available" for allotments to Welfare to Work States.

AF15a: Must participants in WtW employment activities be paid the minimum wage? (2/20/98)
A: The minimum wage and other provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) apply to working welfare recipients just as they apply to all other workers. If welfare recipients are employees under the FLSA's broad definition -- and if their job is covered by the FLSA -- they must be paid the federal minimum wage. Welfare recipients would probably be considered employees in many of the work activities listed in TANF, including work experience and community service.

AF15b: What other workplace laws apply to WtW participants? (2/20/98)
A: Other federal employment laws, such as the Occupational Health and Safety Act, Unemployment Insurance, and anti-discrimination laws, may also apply to working welfare recipients. For more information on how the FLSA and other federal laws apply in the welfare context, consult the Department's guide entitled, "How Workplace Laws Apply to Welfare Recipients."

AF16: What constitutes "poor work history"? (2/20/98)
A: The regulations at 645.212(a)(2)(iii) define "poor work history" as having worked no more than 3 consecutive months in the past 12 calendar months. For this purpose, we are further defining "worked no more than 3 consecutive months" as having worked full-time in unsubsidized employment for 13 consecutive weeks.

AF17: Must a PIC establish definitions for "poor work history" and "low skills in reading or math" to be used in determining eligibility under 10% "window" that applies to the "70% funds" (at 645.212 of the implementing regulations)? (2/20/98)
A. Yes, if a PIC wishes to use the 10% window in eligibility determinations under the 70% provisions, it must define these terms. We suggest that PICs include in their eligibility/intake forms any definitions that may apply to participants qualify under each 10% window. Participant files must document that the participant met some definition of each barrier applied in determining eligibility.

AF18: Can a State get its WtW plan approved, but delay implementation to a time of its choosing within FY 1998? (2/20/98)

A. Yes, but no later than July 31, 1998 except for unusual circumstances. The State should communicate its request for delayed implementation to the Grant Officer when it transmits its signed Grant Agreement/Assurances package. Note: These packages are express-mailed by the Grant Officer to all States who have submitted a WtW plan. Unless notified otherwise, the Grant Officer will execute the WtW Grant Agreement and Notice of Obligation within 1-2 working days of State’s WtW Plan approval assuming the State has submitted a completed package. The July 31 date assumes a worst-case scenario where a State submits its plan on the last day of plan submissions --June 30, 1998 and it takes a maximum of 30 days to resolve issues and complete paperwork. States, however, should strive for timely State plan submissions to allow themselves sufficient time to obligate funds by the end of the Fiscal year. See 20 CFR 645.320 (d) regarding recapture and realign due to under-obligation of funds.

AF19: Can WtW matching requirements be met by using non-federal matching funds in excess of the 25% minimum required under the Adult Education Act? (2/20/98)

A. Yes. However, activities supported with matching funds that exceed the minimum required under the Adult Education Act must be used to serve individuals eligible for services under both the Adult Education and WtW programs. Further, the services provided must be allowable activities under both programs, such as job readiness, high school completion, or on-the-job instruction in basic skills needed for work.

AF20: Can employee benefits -- such as retirement contributions or health benefits -- count toward match? Can benefits that are supportive services -- such as child care and transportation assistance -- count toward match? (2/20/98)

A: Where an employer provides a package of benefits to its employees and provides the same package of benefits to WtW eligible individuals, the costs of these benefits may not be counted toward the match. However, where the employer provides benefits and/or supportive services to the WtW eligible individuals that are in addition to those which are customarily provided to its employees, these costs may be counted toward the match.
AF21: Would the Secretary of Labor approve a state-wide waiver for an alternate service delivery system, or do waiver requests need to be made on an SDA-by-SDA basis? (2/20/98)

A. State-wide waivers will not be granted. The WtW statute and implementing regulations provide that the Governor of a State may seek a waiver with respect to one or more service delivery areas within the State. The Secretary would approve a waiver request covering all of the SDAs within a State only if the Governor established on an SDA-by-SDA basis that it was appropriate to do so.

AF22: Will the Secretary approve a waiver for a program to be administered on a county level rather than on an SDA level? (2/20/98)

A. No. The WtW statute and implementing regulations provide for waivers at the SDA level only.

AF23. Can WtW funds be used for building classrooms? (3/4/98)

A: No. Construction and purchase of buildings are not allowable costs.

AF24. Can WtW funds be used for drug testing? (3/4/98)

A: Yes, where existing resources are not otherwise available to the participant.

AF25. Can WtW funds be used for medical services? (3/4/98)

A: No. Section 408(a)(6) of the Social Security Act, which bars the use of Federal TANF funds for medical services, also applies to WtW funds.

AF26. Is transportation of a WtW participant to a drug treatment facility an allowable cost? (3/4/98)

A: Yes, if the transportation services are not otherwise available to the participant.
AF27. Are faith-based organizations eligible to contract to provide job readiness training? (3/4/98)

A: Yes. Provided that the applicable State and local procedures are followed, PICs may fund faith-based organizations to operate WtW activities, such as job readiness training.

AF28. Does an individual's participation in a WtW job readiness activity count against that individual's TANF five-year lifetime limit on the receipt of assistance? (3/4/98)

A: No. Job readiness does not meet the definition of "assistance" under TANF.

AF29. Can an individual receive TANF assistance and WtW services at the same time? (3/4/98)

A: Yes. Entities may provide additional WtW services to an individual who has been placed in a work activity supported with TANF funds.

AF30. If a WtW participant ceases to receive TANF assistance, can they continue to receive WtW services? (3/4/98)

A: Yes. Once an individual has begun to receive services, the operating entity is not required to redetermine WtW eligibility and may continue to provide services in accordance with assessment results and the individual responsibility plan.

AF31. Will the Department issue additional guidance concerning non-custodial parents? (3/4/98)

A: Not at this time. The Department may revisit this issue based on experience with the WtW program.

AF32. Can a State establish a WtW reallocation process and, based on a PIC's expenditure levels, move that PIC's funds from one PIC to another? (3/4/98)

A: No. A State cannot take funds from one PIC and move the funds to another.

AF33. What reporting requirements will apply to third-party cash match at the PIC level? (3/4/98)
A. The State WtW administering agency will decide on the appropriate PIC level reporting instructions that will enable the State to complete the Federal reporting requirements.

AF34. Does the 70%/30% eligibility criteria for targeting service toward the hardest to employ apply to expenditures of matching funds? (3/4/98)

A. No. The 70/30 criteria does not apply to match. Match needs to be expended for WtW allowable costs for any WtW eligible individuals.

AF35. Since the passage of the technical amendment which allows match to be spent over the same three year period as the federal grant funds, will the annual reconciliation and grant adjustment process described at 20 CFR 645.315 still occur? (3/19/98)

A. No. However, ETA plans to review the financial reports submitted by States to assess whether or not the rate of match expenditure vis a vis expenditure of federal funds is reasonably consistent. If it appears that a State may be having difficulty in the area of match expenditure, then ETA staff may consult with the State concerning this difficulty and provide guidance in an attempt to assist the State in meeting its match requirement.

AF36. Does the reallocation procedure described at 20 CFR 645.320 still apply if there will be no determination concerning the underexpenditure of funds until after the end of the grant period? (3/19/98)

A. Yes. Although the provisions in paragraphs (b) and (c) relate only to match and are no longer applicable, reallocation of funds where States fail to fully obligate by the end of the fiscal year in which the award is received will still occur in accordance with the provision of this section of the regulations.

AF37. If a State chooses to award more than 85% of its funds to PICs through the formula process, are the excess funds over the 85% [Governor's 15% funds] included for reporting purposes with the 85% funds or are they reported as 15% funds? (3/19/98)

A. The Act requires States to allocate NOT LESS THAN 85% to the PICs by formula. Where a State passes through more than 85% BY FORMULA to the PICs, all distributed funds will be reported together. However, if a State distributes 85% by formula and then uses some other basis for allocation of additional funds to PICs [e.g., incentive for an exceptional program, incentive for a match contribution, etc.], the funds not distributed by formula must be tracked and reported separately as Governor's 15% funds.
AF38. If a State has a PIC(s) that would receive less than $100,000 under the formula distribution process and the State decides to award that amount to the PIC rather than use it for other purposes, should these funds be reported as formula 85% funds or as non-formula 15% funds? (3/19/98)

A. PICs which would receive less than $100,000 by formula cannot be awarded formula funds. The State must add these amounts to the Governor's 15% funds. If the Governor then chooses to award/grant those funds back to the same PICs that could not receive them through the formula distribution process, said funds must be tracked and reported as Governor's 15% funds.

AF39. If a PIC turns down the funds that it is to receive by formula and the State is unable to find another local entity to serve as an alternate administrative entity for these funds, what happens to the funds? (3/19/98)

A. The funds will revert to DOL at the end of the fiscal year as unobligated funds. There is nothing in the Act that would allow the Governor to add the unclaimed funds to his 15% funds or to distribute them to other PICs through the formula distribution process.

AF40. Does there need to be a TANF custodial parent in order for a non-custodial parent to be eligible under 70% and/or 30% eligibility provision, or is a child-only TANF case sufficient? (3/19/98)

A. According to the Interim Final Rule, a custodial parent is required in order to complete the eligibility determination under both the 70% provision, as defined in section 645.212(b), and the 30% as defined in section 645.213(b). According to the statute, noncustodial parents of child-only TANF cases cannot meet the eligibility requirements since the custodial parent must be a TANF recipient.

AF41. Does the 70%/30% cost limitation apply to planned or actual expenditures? (3/19/98)

A. The 70%/30% cost limitation applies to actual expenditures, as determined at the end of the three year grant period.

AF42. Similarly, does the 15% administrative cost limitation apply to planned or actual expenditures? (3/19/98)

A. The 15% administrative cost limitation applies to actual expenditures, as compared with the total grant award amount, as determined at the end of the three year grant period.
AF43. What kind of data does the Department plan to request on the WtW Formula Grant Cumulative Quarterly Financial Status Report? (3/19/98)

A. The Department is still awaiting final OMB approval of its proposed reporting package. Participant reporting for WtW Formula Grants will be handled through the HHS TANF reporting system. Our proposed financial reporting package would request data for the grant as a whole on total match expenditures and the in-kind portion of match; total federal expenditures, administrative expenditures, information technology expenditures; a breakout of federal expenditures between the [70%] required beneficiaries and other eligibles [30%]; expenditures of the Governor's 15% funds, including a breakout for administrative and information technology expenditures; expenditures of the formula pass through funds, including the breakout for administrative and information technology expenditures; expenditures of all funds by program activity; program income earned and expended; total number of participants served and number terminated in both the 70% required beneficiaries and the 30% other eligibles groups; and, the total number of participants placed and the number retained for six months in unsubsidized employment with a breakout between those placed in the public and the private sector.

AF44. How is retention defined for WtW reporting purposes? (3/19/98)

A. Retention is defined as in the workforce for six months with earnings in the two consecutive quarters following the quarter in which the participant was placed in unsubsidized employment?

AF45. What are the roles and responsibilities of the State(s) versus the PIC(s) under the WtW initiative? (7/02/98)

A. Federal WtW regulations provide clear and distinct definitions of the roles and responsibilities of the State(s) and PIC(s) at §645.425.

AF46. Does the barrier "requires substance abuse treatment for employment" include individuals in recovery who continue to require on-going treatment? (7/02/98)

A. Yes. Such individuals may be included in accordance with the state or local plan or practice.

AF47. Is there a minimum number of hours/week in which a WtW participant must be involved in a subsidized or unsubsidized work activity, in order to qualify for job retention and/or support services? (7/02/98)
A. No, there is no such specific requirement under the WtW statute or regulations. Such determinations should be made in accordance with the state or local plan or practice.

AF48. Can a youth (other than a teen parent) under 18, be eligible to receive services through WtW? (7/02/98)

The WtW initiative has a "work-first" thrust that seeks to empower participants by helping them achieve economic self-sufficiency. TANF recipients (as determined by the State) under 18 years of age, who meet all the eligibility criteria for WtW, could receive employment services, if full-time work is an appropriate goal for them, e.g. they are school drop-outs. In addition, children of WtW participants may benefit from WtW services through their parents in areas such as transportation, child care and/or other support services.

AF49. Must a State receiving formula funds obtain a waiver in order to designate an entity other than the JTPA administering entity to operate the WtW program in a service delivery area (SDA)? (7/13/98)

Yes, a State must obtain a waiver, if it wishes to designate an entity other than the JTPA administrative entity to operate the WtW program in an SDA. This requirement includes cases where a PIC performs an oversight role under JTPA, but does not administer the JTPA program, and chooses, in cooperation with the CEO, an entity other than the current JTPA administrative entity to operate its WtW program. It is the intent of the WtW legislation that the JTPA workforce development system is the presumptive administering entity for the WtW program.